
CHAPTER VIII 

VARIATION OF EL~OTRON T~TI?ERATURE AND ELEC~RON 

DENSITY IN IONISED GASES IN TRANSVERSE AND 

LONGITUDililAL MAGNETIC FIEI.JD 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Langmuir probe method is one of the standard 

rile thode of me asUl.'ing the plasma:· parameters such as electron 

density and electron temperature in a gaseous discharge. The 

theor,v of tha probe in zero magnetic field rests on two 

asaumptionen 

(a) The dimensiol¥1 of the probe are small in oomparision 

w.t th the mean free paths of the ions and tSlectrons. This 

means that the probe can be assumed to collect only a 

small number o:t charged part:iolen in the plasma around the 

sheath so that outside the sheath the plasma to a close 

appro:ldmation may be assumed to. be undisturbed by the pre-

,sence of the, probe. 

(b) The thiclmesa of' the apace charge sheath surrounding 

the probe is smell comp&red with the mean free path of the 

electr.ons and ions which means that the ions and electrons 

can move tn ·this region undisturbed by collisions. 

These limitations and the validity of these 

assumptions have been discussed by a large number of workers 

(Bickerton and Von Engel, 1956) end recently by Uemera, 

Yatsu1 Hagiwara and Kojima {1975). Nevertheless the vel.uee 

of the parameters obtained by this method compare very fa

vourably w1 th the values obtained by other standard methoda 
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such as microwave or the spectroscopic method. In our present 

programtne of work in determinpg the momentum transfer cross 

section, voltage current relation in a longitudinal magnetic 

field or in studying the diffusion or ele9trons 1~ a. magne

tic fteld it has been assumed that both the electron tempe

rature and electron density a.r.e affected by the magnetic 

field and the nature of the variation is different according 

to.the alignment of magnetic ~ield with respect to the di

rection of the discharge current that is with the direction 

o:f the unpertUX'bed motion of the electrons. Beckman ( 1948) 

who quantitatively studied the phenomena showed that the 

axial electric field increases in a transverse magnetic field 

and from these calculations Sen and Gupta (1972) deduced that 

the electron temperatur~ lie 

field ia glven by 

in presence of the.magnetic 

(8.1} 
·(~ L 7-

where (H/P) ie small and c1 = \ m · '\.9Y') wh.ere L is the 

mean free path of the electro~ in the gas at a pressure of 

1 torr and ~~ the random velocity of the alectron.This 

expression .has been utilised :i.n explaining tha variation of 

discharge current in a transverse magnetic field in the 
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positive column of a glow discharge (Sen and Gu~ta, 1971), 

the variation of current end voltage in an are plasma 

·(Sen & l.las, 1972) and the spectre~ 'line intensity variation 

in a magnetic .field (Sen, Das & Gupta,1973) and has thus led 

to indirect verification of the expression given· by equation 

(8.1). Further it has been shown by Beckman (1948) and Sen. 

and Gupta (1971) that in a trS!lsverse magnetic field the 

radial electron density at a distance ~r :from the axis ia 

given 'b7 

where R is the fraction o£ energy lost by an electron 

due to «~i ther elastic or inalaatic collision. Ilo direct 

experimental evideno~ of the validity of these deductions 

has been provided so far. 

The situation is completely different when the 

direction of th~ magnetic field is along the direction of 

the discharge current; whtln th~ magnetic field is longi tu

dina.J. :t ii reduoes the outward flmv of electrons by diffusion. 

Their number. can then be maintained .. by a lower rate of' io

nization and'hence a s~ller gradient E. The outward flow of 
. ' 

iona ia mede to bal~~ce that o£ electron~ by a readjustment 

o:f radial electric field• A.s the axial electric field is 
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reduced, the ele.ctron temperature which is dir~ctly propor

tional to the red.uoed field shoull therefore decrease ina

~ead of :increasing as in the oaae of transverse magnetic 

:fiel,d. This problem has not so far been q~anti tati vely stu

died bpt a detailed experimental analysis of the positive 

column in a lon~ tudinal magnetic field has been provided by 

Bickerton and Von Engel (1956) where radia1 electron density,' 

axial electric field and electron temperature hav.J?- been mea

sured in a. helium plamna at a pressure 0.048 torr and. a. mag

netic field varying from zero tc 500 gauss. From the analysis 

o.f their results the authors have deduced a. semi-empirical 

relation of the form · 

where EH and, E sre the axial electric fields in. the presence 

and absence or magnetic field and R is t.he .fractions o:f 

e.nerg;~ lost by collision either el.astic or ,inelastic. They 

further. showed that as no new process arieea from the app-

. lice.tion of the magnetic i'ield the resul ta can fairly be 

represented by a simpler ~xpression 

(8 . .-4) 
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Regarding the variation of radial electron densit~ the 

authors (Bickerton and Von Engel~1956) have obtained 

conclusive· evidence that the ·radial electron d~nsity 

increases in a longitudinal magnetic field. In chapter V 

while studying the voltage current characteristics in glow 

discharge in longitudinal magnetic field, we have shown 

that in case of molecUlar gases as well~~ the radial 

eleotl:·on density increases when the plasma is confined 

by a longitudinal magnetic field, ~nd a theoretical 

, expression for the electron density variation in terms 
~· 1\ 

o£ ionization frequency:diffusion length and axial ele-
" E 

ctric field~haa been derived 

(8.5) 

It is thus evident that the direction of the magnetic 

·field wi tll respect M:f to the dir·ection o:f motion of the 

electrons has a distinct effect on the pla.aa parameters 

specially ·the electron temp€:rature and electron denei ty 

in as nn:~ch as that when the field is transverse the k 

electron temperature inorease~nd the electron density 

decreases whereas when the magneti.c field. is longitudi:"" 

nal it leads t~ a decrease of electron temperature and 

increase in electron dened. ty., As moot of the· effects 
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pf magnetic field on a plaa~~.depend on the manner in which 

these parameters are affected, it is proposed in the present 

investigation to put to an experimental test by the probe 

method of the theoretical. deductions regarding electron 

tempe~ature and electron density variation in both the 
' 

longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields. 

The question as to whether the Langmuir probe 

method can be utilized to determine t~e electron temperature 

and electron density in presence of the n~gnetio field bas 

been discussed by many workers. il. magnetic field H appliod 

to the plasma ef:fecti vely reduces the free paths of tlle 

charged particles perpen~icular to H to lesa than the radius 

of curvature f = "Y'In9/ e 1-l :~ \.9 being ·the velooi ty 

and m the mass o£ 'the particle. Thus for a probe collec

ting across the magnetic field assumption (a)_becomea invalid 

in moderate magnetic field. For this purpose 'the magnetic 

field used in the present experiment has been kept below 

100'gaues~ The validity of assumptions (b) dep,enda upon 

the sheath t~ckneae and thus on the plasma de:nsi ty, the 

type o~ gas and on the magnetic field~ In our experiment 

·the plasma density has been ~ept. relatively low ( n.~ to
9
/c.c) 

and tee magnetic f;ield 1a below 100 gauss. tinder these condi

tions. to a first approxil!IS.tion the net now of electrons 

across the sheath can be·t&eglected and the spatial diet-
z 

ribution of electrons follows Boltttmann1aw for particles ... 



diffusing in a potential field and hence from the slope of 

the eemilog plot of probe current against probe voltage, 

the electron tempera.tut'e can be obtained as has been shown 

by Bohm et al (1949) as in the case without the field. 

In absence· of magnetic field the electron density 

is obtained from the saturation probe current from the re-

lation l. e ::: Pte. Yle. \9/l.. e where Ae is. the area of 

the probe, ~e the random velocity ~f the electron, and 

it has been shown by Bickerton (1954) that the number of 

electrons striking per unit area per second of a .X solid 

plane parallel to H decreases as H rises but the recent 

analysis of Uemera et al (1975) has shown that for probes 

in a mag..netic :field it ma.;t be perm.iesible to use equation 

{8.6) by substituting approximate valu~ for A~.lf the mag

netic field is weak, Aecan be expressed very approximately 

by '4 a t ' where a is the radius of the probe and .(. is the 

length •. 

Taking these precautions in the design of the 

probe and keeping the elec·tron« denf:§i ty a.nd the magnetic 

field at a low value. it is propcs ed to investigate in the 

present chapter the variation of electron temperature and 
. . 

electron density in the plasma when the magnetlc field is 

either transverse or l.ongi tudinal. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experiment& has been performed in two parts 

(a) when the magnetic field is transverse and when 1 t ia 

(b) longitudinal. Pure & dry air has been used which was 

p:lm: passed through phosphorus pentoxide to remove traces 

of water vapour. A schematic diagram of the experimental 

arrangement is ·ahown in fig.. (a. 1) • ~he plasma is produced 

by the breakdown of air in a cylindrical chamber of dia

m!ter 4.2 om. and 24.3 em. long fitted with two brass 

electrodes of 3.2 em. diameter. The transverse magnetic 

field is placed at the positive column of the discharge. 

Measurements are made by a ·t~ten probe o:t diameter 0.05 om • .. 
dia,metf!r and 0. 4 em •. long and located at a distance of. 2. 5om. · 

1'rom the anode. Tbe experiment has b"een carried out at a 

presspre of 400 r end the magnetic field has been kept at 

a low value' below 100 gauss~ The pressure has been measured 

by a Mcleod gauge and the magnetic field by a calibrated 

gauasmeter. The magnetic field has been provided by an ele-
T . . 

otpmagnet and t~e magnetic lines o£ force are perpendicular 

to the direction of the discharge current. 

(b) Longitudinal magnetic field: 

~he experimental arrangement is shown ill .fig.(8.2) 

The discharge tube is cy;limdrical of radius 1_~_4 em. and 

fitted with two braes electrodes at a distance of 5.5 em. 
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The. probe is a tungsten wire of diameter 0.05 om. end. 

length o.o3 em. The tube is thoroughly cleaned and dried 

~ and placed wl thin the pole pie~ea of an electromagnet 

so that lines of force are parallel to the length of the 

discharge tube. The pole pieces have the diameter of 3.5 em. 

which ensures that the magnetic field, is 'Ulliform throughout 

the length of the tube because it is essential that the 

magnetic field should be free from radial components. The 

discharge ia excited by an electronically stabilized 

power supply which is capable of delivering'1300 volts 

at an output current of 40 milliamps. 

The variable probe pot~ntial has been supplied 

by a series of dry batteries in conjuotion with a poten

tiotneter as shown in tbe figure. Keeping the preeaur.e con

stant and for a fixed discharge current the probe potential 

ie varied from a high negative value to positive values 

and tbe corresponding probe current is· noted in the mic

roammat<!r~, The experiment is repeated for different 

values of transverse and long~tudinal magnetic_ fields. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experiment has been performed in two parts: 

. (a) The magnetic field is transverse to the direction of 
< • ' 

the discharge current (b) The magnetic field is in the same 

directi~n as. the direction of the diacbarge current.: 
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TransYers0 field: 

The variation of the probe current with various 

probe voltages has been plotted in figure (8.3) first wi

thout magnetic field and then at the magnetic fields · 

R = 20 g, 40 g, and 60 g, the pressure has been kept 

constant at 400 t • It is observed that the probe ou-

rrent gradually· increases from a negative value with the 

increase of the probe potential and then assumes positive 

value and ~isee very rapidly~ With the further increase 

of the probe potential the probe current shows a tendency 

to assume a limited value which is nearly independent of 

the probe potential. This saturation current is determined 

by the charge transported by the electrons that strike the 

surface of the probe due to their thermal agitation. I.t is 

further observed that With the application of the magnetic 

field the general nature of the curve remains unchanged but 
I 

the rate at which ~he current increased after assuming the 

po.si ti ve value gradually decreases w1 th the application 

of· the ~gnetic £:ield· •. This is further obeeryed in case 

of' magnetic fields li = 40 g, as well a.e in the caee of' 

H = 60 g.c The saturation current also shows a tendency 

to decrease \Vi th the increase of the magnetic field !I. 
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It is. thus observed that so-long as magnetic field is not 

large so that the L~our radius is not reduced to a 

great extent, the· simplified ·theory of probe may be' uti

lized to calculate the parameters of the discharge in 
' 

presence of the magnetic. field as well. This ia in accor-

dance with the results obtained by earlier workers, 

-(Bickerton and Von Engel,1956). 

In conformity with the probe data analysis the 

semilog plot of the current _.voltage characteristics ie 

shown in the figuraa (8.4) where it ie observed that the 

plot. is a straight line with two different slopes both 

without and with magnetic field. From the slope and in

tersection of these straight lines it is possible to 

find the saturation current by drawing the tangent a to 

the· probe current,_ probe voltage curve as it approaches 

the sat~uration value. From the two straight line portions

of ~he curve it is possible to find the electron tem

perature and saturation current by the same method as 

has been adopted by Ue:mera. et e.l (1975). in the region 

in which the probe bas a negative potential with respect 

to the plasma~. In this region the probe repels the elec

trons and the surface of the probe can only be reached 

by those electrons in the Boltzman~di~tribution which 
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have energies sufficient to overcome the ~otential diffe

rence (V - V0) where V is the probe potenti~ and V0 the 

plasma potentisl;with the well known result in probe cu

rrent probe. voltage anal.ysis we get. 

ev - + conat. 
kTe 

Hence. from the slope of the curve the electron tempe

. rature can be obtained 

Toe == ~.__!_. 
k Slope 

Where e ie the electronic charge and K the Bmltzman~ 

co:nat.ent. 

In accordance with the analysis carried out 

by Uemera et al ( 1975) the saturation current is taken 

to be that corresponding to tlle intersection of the 

second straight line with the first, .and as the satura-

tion current is given by 

is the e£fective area of the cylindrical probe and as 

has been shown by Uemera et al ( 1975) f'e- can be 

approximately represented by where a ie 

_ the radius and ~ the length of t~e probe~ because the 

probe is inserted perpendicul.ar to the magn~tio field 

and the magnitude oX the magnetic field ~atisfiea the 

condition h )'; a_ >> fe where and fe 
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are the Larmour.ra.di:i of the ions and electrons respectively 

Ole. ia the electron denei ty and '\.9e is the random velo

city of tbe ~lectron and is given by - (_ 8kTe )'12. 
'-.9e - \ Th"Tf . 

where "lTI is the ma.se of the electron. 
(b) \_,.on~ihui\r6l"lo.L m~~elic.. t,<e.l~·. 

The variation of probe current with probe 

voltage in a longitudinal magnetic £ield is shown in 

fig~ .(8.5) where the ·varj.ation in a longitudinal magne-

tic field ( H = 110.gauss) is also presented. The aemilog 

plot of current with voltage. both with and without magne

tic field i~ shown in fig. (8.6). It is observed that a 

major portion of the curve can be represented by a strai

ght iine and from the elope·of this portion the electron 

temperature can be obtained.· The remaining portion of the 

curve approaching the saturation va~ue is curved and ax 

according to the analysis of Uemera et a1 (1975) the in

tersection of the tangent to the other straight line gives 

the saturation value of the current from which the electron 

density can be obtained. 
\ 

The method of a~alysis deaortbed enables• us to 

calculate the electron temperature and electron density 

in both the transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields 

and the resul ta are entered in tables I and II,~ 
~~' 
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TABLE 8·.1 

l? = 0.400 torr. 

THAN SVERSE t'IAGNETIC FIELD. 

-- -· ......... - ... -.. -- .... - -- - - - - - ,. -- -- ... -- --- .. ._ ' . 
Magnetic field ., Electron telilp. ' Electron density 

t 

in gause. • TOK 
' -- .-. -- ...... - ... ---.-- ..._.._ - .......... - -- ---·- ... .- .- _., - -· ._.-

0 

20 

40 

60 

•. 
104 1,08 7.007 X 6,61QI ');· 

7.92 X 10~ 2.459 X 108 

9.42 X·. 104 1.186 X 108 

11.02 X 104 ·0.5811 :t 108 

·TABLE 8.2 

P. = 0.500 torr 

LONGITUDINAit M.lHUl'ETIC FI:Flr.D 

--------,---------,----------~tagnetio field , Electron Temp. • Electron density 
in gauss~ , T ol< : -ne 

0 

110 

'3~;38 X 104 

3.;16 X 104 

4.185 x 1o8 

5.198 X 108 

__ .., _____ ..... _ .... ______________ .,.. __ ._...., ____ _ 
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From equation ( 8.1) it is evident that _its vaiidi ty can 

be tested by plotting ( Te.:~/T: - 1 ) against \-\v / p>-

and similarly from equation (8.2) it is seen that 

Loca ~~ -==- c H. 

anQ. a plot of ( T :-H /T ~ - i ) against H -v / P,... 

and that of log n/nH against H should both be 
\ 

straight lines. Taking the experimental data from table 

(8~1) such curves are plotted in figures (8.7) and (8.8). 

The cur1es are straight lin., a indicating the vaJ.i~i ty of 

Beckman' s deduction w:t th regard to electron temperature 

and radial electron density variation in a transverse 

magnetic field within the values of H/? investigated her~. 

The vsJ.ue of C. 1 =(elm" L;-0)0)').- has been obtained 

from the slope of the c~1e (fig. 8.7) and. is equa~ to 

( 7.05 :x 10-5) in :f'a.ir agreement· \v:l.th the value obtained / 

from breakdown and microwave measurement. 

Though only a single measurement could be made in the 

longitudinal field the results Bk clearly indicate that 

: el~ctron temperature decreases in a longitudinal field and 

there i_a corresponding- increase in radial electron density 

in confermity with the results obtained quite independent~ 

in ohapte:r V ~. 
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We can thus con.clude that the alignment of the 

magnetic field with respect to the direction of the dis

charge current has a decisive ef£ect on the change in 

ple.ema parameters. The exper:imental.-data from probe 

measurements thus prove that While in a transverse 

magnetic field'the electron temperature increases and 

radial electrbn density diminishes,- i~ longi tUdina.l . 

field the e1ectron temperature decreases and the . 

radial. electron density increases. f!'he qu.e.nti tati ve 

verification of Beokman•s deduction is also obtained 

at least :t"or ·the ra11ge of (11/P} values used in the 

present illvestigation.: 
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